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The History of the Ukrainian Cossacks

Volume 3, Book 1

The Cossack Age, 1650—1653

The preparation of volum e nine, book one of Mykhailo H rushevsky's
History of Ukraine-Rus' has been funded by a generous donation from
Sofia Wojtyna in memory of Vasyl Bilash, Mykhailo Charkivsky, and
Mykhailo Wojtyna.

Підготовка першої книги дев’ятого тому англомовного видання історії
>країни-/Уси Михайла Грушевського здійснена завдяки щедрому
дарові Софії Войтини в пам’ять 6л. п. Василя Білаша, Михайла
Чарківського та Михайла Войтини.

Foreword
The Peter Jacyk Centre for Ukrainian Historical Research was established at the Canadian
Institute of Ukrainian Studies, University of Alberta, in 1989. The Centre was endowed by Peter
Jacyk of Toronto, who requested that the Centre undertake the translation of Mykhailo
Hmshevsky’s Istoriia Ukraïny-Rusy (History o f Ukraine-Rusr). Mr. Jacyk was an enthusiastic
and dedicated supporter of the Hrushevsky Translation Project, and the Petro Jacyk Educational
Foundation continues his commitment and legacy of support. The Project has also received
support from the Canadian Foundation for Ukrainian Studies. Individual benefactors have
undertaken the sponsorship of particular volumes. Numerous individual donors have also
contributed to the funding of the Hrushevsky Translation Project.
The translation of volume 9, book 1 was funded by a grant from the National Endowment for
the Humanities, Washington, D.C.
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The mood in Ukraine in the spring of 1650: the return of the Polish hetmans from captivity and ensuing
alarm (1-2); Potocki’s note to the king concerning the Cossack issue (3-4); the program of revenge
(4-5). Internal tensions (5-6); the dissatisfaction of the Cossack masses—rumors about the selfappointed hetmans (6); dissatisfaction with Khmelnytsky (7); legends about him (7); his manifestations
of loyalty (7-9); the issue of the nobility’s return to Ukraine (9-10); the admittance of royal officials
to administrative duties—Shumeiko’s letter (10); the magnates’ bargaining with the hetman and the
Cossack officers for admittance to their estates (10-12); mutual exasperation and revolts by subject
villeins (13); the hetman's reprisals against the revolts (13-14); proclamations issued against unmliness
(14-16); flight across the Muscovite border (16-18). Unmet religious demands (18-19); the unrealized
Zboriv resolutions (19); the metropolitan and the clergy are invited to the Diet (19-20); the January
conferences in Warsaw (20); Kysil’s measures (21-22); the situation of the Cossack delegates (22); the
royal charter of 12 January [N.S.] (23); the Kyiv discussion of religious affairs in March (24); the king’s
refusal in May (25-26); the August meeting at Irkliiv and the metropolitan’s instruction to the emissaries
dispatched to the king (26-27).
Polish plans to set the Cossacks against the Turks or Muscovy: the revived Venetian plans (27-28);
Parôevic’s mission (28); Warsaw rumors about the khan’s desire to fight with the Turks (28-29); the
nuncio’s reports about the khan’s desire to obtain help from the Cossacks (30-31); Warsaw’s hopes for
a Venetian subsidy to hire an army to be used against the Cossacks (31). A Muscovite ultimatum to
Poland interrupts these plans (32); the Polish government counters it with a plan for a Cossack and Tatar
campaign against Muscovy (32-33); Kysil’s advice (33); negotiations with Khmelnytsky (33-34); the
hetman's dissemblings—his assurances of his complete readiness (35-36); the true wishes revealed by
Cossack envoys in discussions with Muscovite envoys in Warsaw (36); the Host desires a Muscovite
protectorate (36-37); Cossack envoys advise Muscovy not to make peace with Poland in view of the
inevitable Cossack-Polish war (38-39); plans for the creation of an Orthodox league (39); Muscovy’s
indecision—symptoms of a new Time of Troubles (40-41); the khan demonstrates his desire to fighî
against Muscovy (41); Muscovy makes concessions; the Muscovite-Polish conflict disappears (41); the
renewal of the Muscovite-Polish treaty (41).
A Venetian mission to Bohdan Khmelnytsky and the hetman’s diplomacy: Sagredo’s directive to Vimina
(42-43); the situation at the Warsaw court (43); the audience in Chyhyryn (43-44); the hetman’s
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situation (45-46); his letter to Sagredo of 3 June 1650 (46); Vimina’s report (46-47); Polish negotiations
and rumors of a war against Turkey (47-48); Ossoliński’s plans and his death (49). Ukrainian relations
with the Porte (49-50); the Turkish diplomatic mission at Chyhyryn in July 1650 (50); the hetman’s
reply, and his grievances against the khan (51); the hetman restrains the Don Cossacks (51). The khan
demands a Cossack army against the Circassians (51-52); the hetman’s proclamation of May announcing
a campaign (52-53); the expedition of Lysovets and Tymish Khmelnytsky to the Don area in August
(53-54); the hetman explains his motives to the tsar (54). Akundinov and Muscovite efforts to extradite
him (54-55).
The audiences at Chyhyryn in late July: the Turkish mission (56-57); the hetman’s letter to the sultan
(58-59); the declaration of submission to the Porte (59-60); Polish accounts (61-62); the khan’s
mission—an appeal against Muscovy (63). A mission from the king (64); the meeting at Irkliiv (64-65);
Stmkov’s news (65); Khmelnytsky rejects the campaign against Muscovy owing to the threat from
Potocki (66); Khmelnytsky’s relations with Potocki (67-68); Polish mobilization (68-69); the alarm
generated by the mobilization—Lubieniecki’s report (69-70); Potocki’s insulting letter to the hetman
(71-73); rumors of a war with Poland (74-75); mobilization and uprisings against the lords (75-76);
rumors of Nechai’s conflict with Khmelnytsky (77); the alarm raised among the nobility (78); the
hetman’s ‘stem edicts* against the uprisings (79-80).
The Moldavian campaign—its unexpectedness (80); contemporary attempts to explain it (81—83);
prospects generated by the Moldavian campaign (84-85); the situation of the Porte (85); Khmelnytsky’s
true motives (86-87); literary romanticization (87-88); a factual history of the campaign, September
1650 (88-90); Lupu’s entreaties to the Poles for help (91); negotiations with Khmelnytsky (91-92);
conditions of the truce (92-93); the political significance of Khmelnytsky’s treaty with Lupu (93-94);
its strategic significance (95); Khmelnytsky and Radziwiłł (95); the Orthodox-Protestant league (95-96);
an explanation for the masses—a duma about the Moldavian war (97-100); unfavorable views on the
part of contemporaries (100). The resolution of tensions generated by the campaign (100-101); the
mission to Râkôczi (101); dispatches between Potocki and Khmelnytsky (102-3); Kravchenko’s mission
(103—4); alarm in the Polish camp (104-5); the Cossack army returns to Ukraine (106-7); the execution
of lawless individuals (107); a Christian idyll—the ‘sacred intentions’ for the liberation of Christianity
(108); the October negotiations (109); the mission of the flag-bearer Vasyl (109-10); dismissal of the
Polish army (111); Potocki’s report of 22 October (111-13).
Ukrainian-Muscovite relations—reports of Muscovite embassies (113); Protasiev’s mission (113-14);
the search for Akundinov (114); the hetman’s discussions with Protasiev during his return journey from
the Moldavian campaign (114-16); Unkovsky’s mission (116); Akundinov in Chyhyryn—Muscovite
attempts to poison him (116-17); the hetman receives Unkovsky on 22 October N.s. (118); the
discussions of 25 October (118-19); an exposition of Ukrainian politics (119-20); requests for the
extradition of Akundinov and the hetman’s refusal (121-23). Arsenii Sukhanov’s report—a mission from
Khmelnytsky to the Wallachian hospodar (123-24); Patriarch Paisios’s letter to the hetman (124-25);
Arsenii visits the hetman on 4 / 14 November (125); intercessions concerning Akundinov’s extradition
(125); the hetman complains about the tsar’s policies (126-29); the theory of redeeming falsehood (130);
a demand for a categorical reply from the tsar (130); the conclusion of the Akundinov affair (131-32);
news from IJjikovsky and Sukhanov (132-33); tJjlaki’s mission from Râkôczi (134—35); relations with
Moldavia (135-36); and the Porte (136-37).
The formalization of relations with the Porte—the return from Istanbul of Antin Zhdanovych and the
Turkish envoys in November (137-38); news of the Porte’s great interest in the Cossacks (138-39); the
hetman’s letters to Istanbul of 1 December (139-41); news from Istanbul (141-42); the sultan’s letter
of Rabi I 1061—the formalization of the hetman’s vassalage (142); letters of Istanbul’s dignitaries sent
along with it (143-44); the patriarch’s letters (144); Kyivan talk about this (144-45).
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Autumn plans for a preventive campaign against the Cossacks in Warsaw circles (146); the plan for a
December Diet concerning preparations for war (147); a tally of forces (148); the search for foreign
aid—Venetian subsidies and Austrian troops (149-50); measures undertaken in Istanbul (150); the desire
to be done with the Cossacks by springtime (151); ‘ploys and counter-ploys’ (151-52); appeasement of
the Cossack Host (152); Kysil’s mission (152-53); Polish emissaries visit Khmelnytsky (153-54);
demonstrations of Cossack-Tatar friendship in Warsaw (155); the khan advises war against Muscovy
(156); demands by the Cossack Host (156—
58); Khmelnytsky’s appeal to the dietines (158-60). The
Cossack officers’ council in November (161); the Moldavian issue (162); the Host does not wish to send
delegates to the Diet (162—
64); its pleas (163-64); news from Chyhyryn from Radziejowski’s emissaries
(164-66); news from Muscovite agents (166); martial moods (167); war is approved by the Host (168).
The Diet of 5-24 December 1650 (168-69); the mood on the eve of the Diet (169); Kysil’s
memorandum—his letter to the king (170-71); his address to the Diet (171-72); the program for a trnce
(173-74); the Diet appoints a commission in the matter of the Cossack issue (174); taxes for the war
and a levy en masse (174); preparations for war (175-76); unsuccessful attempts to divide the khan and
the Cossacks (177); emphasis on the desire for an accord (178); Machowski’s mission (179);
correspondence with Khmelnytsky (179-80); the Cossacks’ attention is lulled (181-82); the metropoli
tan’s letters (183); Prazmowski’s mission to the tsar with warnings against the Cossacks (184); new
information from Witowski’s and Abukhovich’s mission (185). The Tatar mission to Sweden (185).
The beginning of the campaign—ambiguities in the literature (186-88); the king’s initiative (187-89);
his orders to the hetmans (188-89); Kalinowski’s march to Bar in February (189); disputes with the
Cossacks over the demarcation line (189); Kalinowski meets up with Lanckoroński (190); the encounter
with Nechai (191-92); the defeat of Nechai in Krasne (192-93); and his death on 21 February [N.S.]
(193-94); impressions made by his death (195); its popularity in folk song writing (195-96); songs about
Nechai (196-200); they contrast Nechai with Khmelnytsky (200) and blame Khmelnytsky for his demise
(200-201); the fragment of a duma about the siege of Vinnytsia (201).
The war in Podilia: Kalinowski’s attack on Murafa and Sharhorod (202-3); an attempt to negotiate with
Khmelnytsky (203); Kysil’s mediation—letters to the hetman and the metropolitan (203-5); resumption
of the Polish attack on 3 March [N.s.] (205); the rout of the city of Stina (206-7); the raid on lampil
(207-8); the march on Vinnytsia (208); the assault and siege (208-9); demoralization within the Polish
camp (210); Bohun’s reputation as a hero (210-11). The Cossack offensive—the encounter with it at
Lypovets (211-12); battles at Vinnytsia and the flight of the Poles (212-13); the retreat to Bar (213);
the Cossacks at Khmilnyk (213-14); a council in the Polish camp on 1 April [N.S.] and the retreat to
Kamianets (214-15).
In the Cossack camp—the hetman’s mysterious passivity (215); news from the Cossack side (215-16);
the search for foreign aid (216-18); Cossack missions in the Crimea (218-19); relations with Râkôczi
(220); Moldavian and Wallachian embassies (220); relations with Muscovy (221); decisive Muscovite
attitudes (221-22); an assembly of the land is convened for February to accept Ukraine (222); the
assembly’s resolutions (223-24); Lopukhin’s embassy to the hetman (224-25); his instruction (225);
additional instructions sent with the undersecretary Stepanov (226); the tsarist government does not
support the hetman (226-27). The hetman’s campaign—a report from the hetman’s headquarters by
Radziwiłł’s messenger (227-29); Captain Polovko’s information (230-31); the situation in March-April
(231—
32); awaiting the Tatars (232-33).
The Belarusian front—Ukrainian-Belamsian relations (233); Belarus’s orientation toward the Cossacks
(234); the Vilnius panegyric to Khmelnytsky and Vyhovsky (234); Afinahen Kryzhanoüski’s accounts
(234-35). The Lithuanian magnates’ policy of neutrality (236); Sapieha’s letter (236-37); Janusz
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Radziwiłł’s position (238); rumors of a Ukrainian-Lithuanian truce (239). The Prypiat front (239-40);
uprisings (240-41). Radziwiłł’s offensive (241-42); Nebaba besieges Homel (242-43); Cossack envoys
visit Radziwiłł (243-44); Radziwiłł detains the envoys and sets out on the campaign (245).
Polish measures: the search for subsidies (245-46); optimistic news about the successes of the campaign
against the Cossacks (246); negotiations with Venice (246-47); negotiations in Moscow (247-48);
Witowski’s and Abukhovich’s declarations of May 1651 (249). Preparations for war (250); the levy en
masse (250-51); delays (251-52); the king departs to join the army (252); Venice’s final attempts to
prevent the war (252); news about the Cossacks (253-54). Kalinowski leaves Kamianets (254-55); the
Cossacks at Kamianets (255-56); diary of the siege written by Jesuits (257-58); the Cossacks retreat
(259-60); the pursuit of Kalinowski (260-61); the battle of Kupchyntsi (262).
The hetman’s march: information about his army (262-63); captives’ accounts (264-66); the mood
among the Cossacks (266-67). The hetman’s foreign relations (267); the discharge of the Moldavian
mission (267); the correspondence with Lupu (267-69); a mission from Râkôczi (270); the Dissenters
attempt to obtain Râkôczi’s intervention (271); Râkôczi’s vacillations (271-72). The tragedy in the
hetman’s family (273-74); his black days (274); distress with Muscovy (274); the mission to Moscow
of Elias, son of Manolis (274); what he related in Moscow (274-75).
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Before the Berestechko catastrophe: the amassing of the Polish army (276-77); the march to the vicinity
of Sokal (278); in the camp at Sokal—measures taken to keep spirits up (278-79); ‘funny stories’ in
the royal headquarters (279); dissatisfaction in the army (279-80); news about the Cossacks (280-81);
hesitation on the part of the Polish general staff (281-82); the march to the vicinity of Berestechko
(283); at the new location (283-84). Alarming news about Khmelnytsky’s emissaries in Poland
(284-85); ‘arsonists’ (285-86). The rebellion of Kostka-Napierski (286-87); hopes placed on the
Cossacks (288-89). A Cossack campaign to the Smolensk region through Muscovite territory (290).
Alarm in the Berestechko camp (291); reports about the Cossacks and the Tatars, a march launched
against them (291-92); Khmelnytsky’s offensive (292).
The Berestechko debacle: the paucity of information from the Cossack side (292-93); Polish reports
(293-98); the hetman’s procrastination (299); awaiting the Tatars (299). Cossack accounts of the
skirmishes at Berestechko (298-99); Semen Savych’s account (299-301); the accounts of Cossack
colonels (301-2). Polish sources on the skirmishes at Berestechko (303). The theater of the Berestechko
debacle (304). Cossack and Polish forces (305); the battles of 28, 29, and 30 June N.s. (305); the Tatars’
passivity and retreat (306). Khmelnytsky and Vyhovsky travel to see the khan (306-7); the khan’s
betrayal and flight—the hetman’s (307) and Vyhovsky’s (307-8) accounts of this; Savych’s account
(308-9); the khan’s explanations (309-10). Why did Khmelnytsky and Vyhovsky stay with the khan?
(310-11); Vyhovsky’s account (312). The siege of the Cossack camp at Berestechko of 1-10 July N .s.
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After Berestechko: rumors of Khmelnytsky’s oppressive captivity in the hands of the khan (330-32);
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